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About This Game

The final episode of the series, "MELTY BLOOD Actress Again Current Code" is now on Steam!

Maximum Combat Freedom

All playable characters comes with 3 separate styles for players to choose from - "Crescent Moon Style", "Full Moon Style" and
"Half Moon Style". Each style exhibits a different behaviour for the selected character, experiment away to discover your own

combat style!

Largest Character Variety in the Series

Today a friend, tomorrow a foe… Some tag-teamed, some got converted to the vampiric side, some just wanted to have a spot
in the promised movie debut. Try your hands at the largest cast number among the series on all the 31 characters (multiplied by

3 styles each!) to find the dream fighter that suits you best!
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Deep Lore

A year has passed after the TATARI incident left Misaki Town scarred. However, the nightmare revisits again for the third
time. Every character has a story to tell in the "ARCADE".

Also, users may enjoy pure battle action in "VERSUS", whether is it 1P vs 2P, 1P vs CPU, or just watch CPU vs CPU.
Players may also wish to try out the characters and their individual styles in the "TRAINING" to get a hang of their abilities

before heading to the heat of the battle.

Online Battle Feature

Players may head over to the "NETWORK MODE" and play against other players over the internet with "RANK MATCH" and
"PLAYER MATCH".

Pit your skill against others in a serious matchup via "RANK MATCH" and watch your rankings grow with each win!
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A brilliantly complex game. An excellent space warfare sim with a very high level of customization and control. Players even
get to make their own ship designs. :) The developers are still actively maintaining and improving it too.. wasted 54 cents on this
game. This game is great for short periods of waiting, or if you're nostalgic for sega genesis roguelike.
5\/10 worth its price. it looks like that door was damaged by an explosion. you should be able to break through using the butt of
your weapon press. B to perform a melee attack 3/10. I have 2 things why i dont like this game:

- ALL the DLC, its just greedy

- The Light Line\/MonoRail build system, most of the times i cant finish the tracks because you need to perfectly align them
with each other, and auto-complete doesn't help.
. DONT DRINK AND DRIVE, SMOKE AND FLY!. Quick and painless, Zup! 0.. God's Basement is fairly decent horror /
walking sim. The graphics are good enough, the lighting in particular gives the game a nice feel. As some people mentioned, it's
true the walking speed is slow (although you can 'run' if only for a short time) but I think the real highlight of this game is the
story - I didn't expect the ending to be what it was and following the main character's life through journal entries and letters etc.
shows how deep the story really is. I think my only issue with the game is the voice acting of the 'Operator', it just seems too
forced and monotone. That and the fact it's sometimes hard to figure out what to do to be able to move on - but other than that,
has a few scares, interesting environments and solid story.
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this game is terrible, you cant even smoke weed or win in it.
420/10. "How does this game make you feel"
*see profile picture*

Quality game that's hard as all hell. Cute and adorable game, where you can totally decide a life of a little girl who used to be a
fairy. You can make her a queen, a princess, a scholar, a soldier, a farmer, a criminal, an angel or a demon, depend on your
decision and planning.

The game itself is pretty good, but Steam achievement system sucks. Several achievements I've already made still don't count on
Steam, while some of achievements I never made are somehow already unlocked. I wonder when would they fix this problem..
Pretty good for a free game.
. Best dating sim that I own.
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